CHAINS

NE cor
Smith
S.W.

1/2 cor bet
17,18
T38 R10W

1/2 cor bet
sec 7-18
T38 R10W

Sec cor
12,13 1/8
T38 R10-11W

Sec cor
5,6,7,8
T38 R11W

1/2 cor bet
sec 6/7
T38 R11W

Sec cor
1,2,6,7
T35 R1-LW

1/16 SW cor
352,355; see 7
T35 R1-LW

1/16 NW cor
532,535; see 7
T35 R1-LW

1/16 cor NW
sec 532; see 7
T35 R1-LW

1/16 cor NW of NE
of NW cor

12" hemlock bears S3CE, 65 links.
8" hemlock no bearing 23.1
In the presence of Anderson and Coulston, 1928

Found old BT's but marks almost gone so made new BT's
5" pine bears east 4.8 ft and 7" pine bears S2E 19.9 ft
set 1 3/4 inch iron pipe.
In the presence of W.E. Anderson and Francis L. Smith
Jan. 1951

Chopped out 1/2 cor originally 8" hem now 22" tree and found
88 on the North face, 8" hem NW 90' now 20' found marks OK.
The old NE hemlock was gone. Made one new BT out of a 28'
hem NW, 9.3 ft.
In the presence of W.E. Anderson and Francis L. Smith and
W. N. Derrick, Jan. 1951

Found old spruce BT N 48W, 8" pine, 23.7 ft, marks plain but tree
bloomed over. Set 122 1 3/4 inch pipe and made new BT's 6" spruce
N2S, 19 ft and a 6" pine N35W, 4.8 ft and a 2" pine
SSE, 6 ft and a 8" pine S70W, 9.5 ft.
In the presence of W. H. Anderson, Francis L Smith and
W. N. Derrick Jan 1951

Found old BT, 12" Fir with marks plain. Govt said this was
an 8" pine S35E-30W, 77.2 ft the off cor BT 8" pine
SSE, 119.4 ft was in but marks are covered with blow sand.
I set a 6" pine post marked 1/2 Sec.
In the presence of W. E. Anderson and Francis L Smith
Jan 1951

Sec cor 5-6,7,8, found pipe and brass. Know the BT on the NE
quadrant is OK and marks plain. The NE BT was stood down but
evidence of the stamp still in. The NW BT was blown over
but the marks plain. SW BT OK.

Sec cor
1,2,6,7
T35 R1-LW

Sec cor
532,535; see 7
T35 R1-LW

1/16 SW cor
352,355; see 7
T35 R1-LW

1/16 NW cor
532,535; see 7
T35 R1-LW

1/16 cor NW
sec 532; see 7
T35 R1-LW

1/16 cor NW of NE
of NW cor

Found pipe and brass disk in head of small creek, the
original hemSE is in good condition and marked plain.
The spruce was not choppod out.
In the presence of W. E. Anderson, Francis L. Smith and
H. N. Derrick, Feb 1951.

Found 1/2" pipe filled with concrete, brass disk broken
off. All BT's standing but did not chop them out the
SW BT was a 60" fir instead of a spruce.
In the presence of W. E. Anderson, Francis L. Smith and
Jacobs a Forest Service Employee, Feb. 1951.

Set 1/2" galv. pipe from which a 16" pine bears S77W, 22.9
ft. and an 8" pine bear S35E, 34.5 ft.
In the presence of W. E. Anderson, Francis L. Smith and
Jacobs, a Forest Service Employee, Feb. 1951.

Set 4X4 cedar post from which a 8" hem bear S28W, 22.3 ft
and a 6" hem bears S56E, 9.4 ft.
In the presence of W. E. Anderson, Francis L. Smith, Jacobs
and H. N. Derrick Aug 1951.

Set 4X4 cedar stake from which 10" hem N10E, 56.3 ft.
and a 16" hem N28E, 88.6 ft.
In the presence of W. E. Anderson, Francis L. Smith, Jacobs
and H. N. Derrick Aug 1951.